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Abstract 
It is shown that the necessary conditions mn=__O(modk) and (m-  1)nk-O(mod2(k- 1)) 
for K,, */~,,, the wreath product of K,~ and/~,, to have a Pk-factorization are sufficient when 
k = p+ 1, p a prime. This answers a problem of Yu on Pk-factorizations of complete multipartite 
graphs, when k =prime + 1. (~) 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights reserved 
1. Introduction 
A Pk-factor of a graph G is a spanning subgraph of G such that each component 
of  which is Pk, the path on k vertices. We say that G has a Pk-factorization if E(G) 
can be partitioned into Pk-factors; in notation PklIG. For a graph G, G(2) is the graph 
obtained from G by replacing each edge of G by 2 edges. 
Let G and H be two, not necessarily distinct, graphs. Their wreath product G * H has 
vertex set V(G) × V(H) in which (g i, hi ) is adjacent o (g2, h2) whenever 9192 c E(G) 
or g l - -g2 and hlh2 E E(H). Km * Kr is called the complete regular m-partite graph, 
where /~  denotes the complement of the complete graph Kr. We may call it a com- 
plete regular multipartite graph. The Cartesian product G × H of G and H has ver- 
tex set V(G)× V(H) in which (gl ,hl)  is adjacent o (g2,h2) whenever gl =g2 and 
hi h2 E E(H) or h t - h2 and gl g2 C E(G). The weak product G o H of G and H has ver- 
tex set V(G) x V(H) in which two vertices (gl,hl) and (g2,h2) are adjacent whenever 
9192 EE(G) and hlh2 EE(H). Definitions not given here can be found in [5]. 
Necessary and sufficient conditions for the existence of a Pk-factorization of  Kin(2) 
has been studied in [4,6]. It is well known that K,,(2) has a Pz-factorization if and 
only if m---0 (mod 2). Necessary conditions for the existence of a Pk-factorization of 
Kin(2) are m--= 0 (mod k) and 2(m-  1 )k ~ 0 (mod 2(k -  1 )). Horton [6] has shown that 
these two conditions are also sufficient when k = 3. Further, Bermond et al. [4] have 
shown that these two conditions are also sufficient when k > 3. We state their result as 
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Theorem 1.1. The complete multioraph Km(2) has a Pk-factorization if and only iJ 
m - 0 (mod k) and 2(m - 1 )k - 0 (rood 2(k - 1 )). 
This result leads Yu [ 12] to consider necessary and sufficient conditions for Km * I£n 
to have a Pk-factorization. Necessary conditions for the existence of a Pk-factorization 
of Km*/£n are mn=O(modk) and (m-  1)nk=-O(mod2(k- 1)). It is easy to see 
that Km *Kn has a P2-factorization if and only if mn=0(mod2) .  Ushio et al. [10] 
have proved that the necessary conditions are also sufficient if k = 3. Further, Yu [12] 
has shown that these two necessary conditions are also sufficient if k > 3 and k is a 
prime. Moreover, it is remarked [12] that the existence of a Pk-factorization in Km * Kn 
remains unresolved in general. This raises the following: 
Problem 1.2. For k is not a prime, Pk ]lKm ~g-n i f  and only if mn-O(modk)  and 
2(k - 1 ) I k(m - 1)n. 
In this paper we answer the above problem when k = p + 1, p a prime. 
A graph G is said to have a Hamilton cycle decomposition (HCD) (or be Hamilton 
cycle decomposable (HC-decomposable)) if either (i) G is even regular and E(G) is 
the edge-disjoint union of  Hamilton cycles or (ii) G is odd regular and E(G) is the 
edge-disjoint union of Hamilton cycles and a 1-factor. 
As we are using the following result heavily we present he proof of it also as in [1]. 
Throughout his paper all additions are taken modulo n with residues 1,2 . . . . .  n instead 
of the usual residues 0, 1 . . . . .  n -  1. 
Theorem 1.3 (Alspach [1], Walecki's construction). The complete 9raph Kt is 
Hamilton cycle decomposable. 
Proof. The result is trivially true for t = 1,2. Let t = 2m + 1/> 3. Let the vertices of Kt 
be Vo, Vl, v2 .. . . .  V2m. Let H be the Hamilton cycle VoV11)21)2m1)31)2m-1 I)4"" "1)rn+31)m1)rn+2 
Vm+lV0 of Kt. Let a be the permutation (v0) (vl1)2v3... V2m-11)2m), then H (= a°(H)), 
crl(H),a2(H) . . . . .  crm-l(H) is a HCD of Kt. 
Let t=2m>~4. Let the vertices of Kt be Vo, Vl . . . . .  1)2m-l. Let H be the Hamil- 
ton cycle 1)O011)21)2m--11)31)2m_2"''1)m--ll)m+21)m1)m+ll)O of  gt  and let a be the permutation 
(1)0) (Vl 1)2v3"" V2m-2V2m-l). Then H (= a°(H)), a L(H), a2(H)  . . . . .  crm-2(H) are m - 1 
edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles of Kt. The remaining edges VoVm, VlV2m--1, V2VZm-2, 
1)31)2m-3 . . . . .  1)m-I1)m+l form a 1-factor of Kt. [] 
Remark 1.4. It is easy to observe that Hk=ak-l(H)=VoVkVk+lVk_lVk+zVk_e ' ' '  
Vm+k-lVm+k+lVm+kVo, 1 <~k<~m, is a Hamilton cycle of Kzm+l, where the subscripts 
of v's, except for the initial and terminal vertex v0, are taken modulo 2m. Again, 
Hk =ak- I (H)  =v0vkvk+jvk-lvk+2vk-2 "" Vm+k+lVm+k-lVm+kVo, 1 <~k<~m-1, is a 
Hamilton cycle of  K2m, where the subscripts of v's, except for the initial and terminal 
vertex v0, are taken modulo 2m - 1. Clearly, { Vo Vm, V l V2m- 1, V2 V2m--e, V3 V2m- 3 . . . . .  / )m-  I 
Vm+l} is the 1-factor F ofg2m in the HCD 1-11,1-12 .. . . .  Hm-z, F of K2m. 
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In the following remarks all additions are taken modulo 2m. 
Remark 1.5. From the Remark 1.4, it is clear that the middle edges of the 
Hamilton cycles Ht,H2 ..... Hm in the HCD of K2m+j form a matching in K2m+l, 
that is, ukml {/)k-[(m-1)/2]/)k+[(m+l)/2J } forms a matching in K2,~+l, where Vk-F(m-I).'2] 
Vk+L(m+J)/21 is the middle edge of Hk =ak- I (H) .  
Remark 1.6. From the Remark 1.4, it can be verified that the (m + 1 )th edges, namely, 
/)~(3m--Z)/2]+l/)[m/2q+l,/)[(3m--Z)/Z]+ZU[m/2] +2, - "  ' , / ) [ (3m--2) /2]  +i/)[m/2]+i,''',/)[(3m--2)/2] +m--1 
x v Vm/2] +m-- l, of the Hamilton cycles Hi, H2,1-13 .... .  Hm- l, respectively, of Kzm form a 
matching in Kzm. 
Remark 1.7. From the Remark 1.4, it can be checked that in the HCD of K2m, 
the second edges of the Hamilton cycles HI, H3,1-15 ..... H2g- l ..... H2 Lm/2J - ~, namely, 
/)1/)2,/)3/)4 . . . . .  / )2/-1/)2i  . . . . .  /)2[m/2J-I/)2[m/2J, and the last but one edges of the 
Hamilton cycles H2, Ha, H6 . . . . .  n2i . . . . .  92Ltm- l)/2j, namely, Vm+l Vm+2,/)m+3/)m+4 . . . . .  
/)m+2i- 1/)2m+2g . . . . .  /)m+2 L(m- l)/2J - I/)m+2 L(m- I )/2J form a matching in K2m. 
Now, we present some definitions, as given in [12], to prove our results. 
Y 
Let G be an r-partite graph with parts V1, V2 .. . . .  Vr, then V(G) = Ui=t vi. we call 
G compressible if for all i and j, 1 <<.i<j<<.r, IV/I = ]Vii, and the bipartite subgraph 
of G, on the vertex set ~ U Vj, with bipartition (Vi, Vj) is t({i,j})-regular, where t is 
a mapping from the set {{i,j}: 1 <.iCj<~r} to the non-negative integers. 
Let G be a compressible graph with parts I:1,//2 . . . . .  Vr. Then the quotient graph 
of G, denoted Q(G), has V(Q(G)) = {vl, v2 .. . . .  /),~} and the edge /)ivj has multiplicity 
t({i,j}), where 1 <<.iCj<~r. 
Let V(Km*K.)={(vi,  ui): l<<.i<<.m, l<~j<<.n}. For our convenience we denote 
(vi, uj) by u~, and hence V(Km,k . )= {u~: l <~i<~m, l <~j<<.n}. Then V(Km*K.) can 
be written in two different ways, namely, Uj"--i Uj and Ui m, Vg, where Uj = {u~: 1 <<.i<<.m} 
and ~= {u~:l <<.j<~n}. Let H be a subgraph of Km *f;.. If H is compressible with 
respect o the partition Vi, V2 .. . . .  Vm, we denote the quotient graph of H by Qv(H). 
If H is compressible with respect o the partition Ui, U2 .. . . .  U., then we denote the 
quotient graph of H by Qu(H). 
For T C_ {1,2 . . . . .  n}, we define a regular bipartite graph B=B(X, Y) as follows: B 
has the bipartition X = {xl,x2 .. . . .  x.}, Y = {yl, y2 .. . . .  y.} and to each s E T, it has the 
edges ~(X, Y)= {xlYs,Xzys+l . . . . .  XnYs_l} , where the addition is taken modulo n with 
residues 1,2 . . . . .  n. Clearly, for each s E T, ~s(X, Y) is a 1-factor of B. Hence, the edge 
set of B is E(B)= (~s~r{~(X, Y)}, where @ denotes the edge-disjoint union of the 
subgraphs. If T= {1,2 . . . . .  n} then B is the complete bipartite graph with bipartition 
X and Y. 
In the sequel, we may write the edge set of a regular bipartite graph G with bipar- 
tition (X, Y) as (~)~T{~(X, Y)} for a suitable T, if the edge set of G can be given 
as in the graph B above. If no confusion arises, we may write as(X, Y) simply as ~s. 
E(X, Y) denotes the set of edges having one end in X and the other end in Y. 
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2. Pk-factorizations of product graphs 
A common property of the graph G and the quotient graph of G is given in the 
following lemma. 
Lemma 2.1 (Yu [12]). I f  G is a compressible multipartite 9raph and Q(G) has a 
Pk-factorization, then G has a Pk-factorization. 
Lemma 2.2. I f  G has a Pk-factorization, then G * ff~r has a Pk-factorization. 
Proof. Let {~, ,~2 . . . . .  ~s} be a Pk-factorization of G. Then to each edge v~vt of ~/ 
we have a K~,~ in G. /£~. So to each Pk-factor #i of G, we can obtain r Pk-factors 
in G*/('~, by associating r 1-factors of Kr,~, corresponding to each edge VsVt of #i. 
Hence, from the Pk-factorization of G we can obtain a Pk-factorization of G */£~. [] 
Cm(2) denotes a cycle on m vertices with edge multiplicity 2. Cm(,~l,~.2) denotes a 
cycle on m vertices with alternate edges having multiplicity 21 and 22. To prove our 
main result we prove the following lemmas. 
Lemma 2.3. Let Q(G), the quotient 9raph of G, be any one of thefollowin9 raphs: 
(a) Cm(2), where 2 = 0 (rood k - 1 ), and m =- 0 (mod k), 
(b) Cm(21,22), where m--0(modk) ,  k even, 21 =(k /2 ) -  1 and 22 =k/2,  and 
(c) Ck, in which redoes have multiplicity k - r and k - r edges have multiplicity 
k - ( r  + l ), where r <k-  1. 
Then Q(G) has a Pk-factorization. 
Proof. First, let Q(G)=Cm(2), where 2=s(k -  1) and let m=rk. Let V(Q(G))= 
{vl,v2 . . . . .  Vrk} and let C~k=VlV2V3"''V~kVl. Then we describe a Pk-factor P(i), 
l<~i<~sk, of Q(G) as follows: P(i) ~ J J = Pi ~ 13i+(j-I)kVi+(j-l)k+l Uj.=l{P/}, where 
Vi+(j-I)k+2"''Vi+(j-- l)k+k_l, and the subscripts are taken modulo rk. 
I f  Q(G) is as in (b), then a Pk-factor P(i), 1 <~i<~k/2, of Q(G) is described as fol- 
lows: P ( i )=  U~=I {P/}, where P /= V2i+U-I)kV2i+(j l)k+lV2i+(j-l)k+2"''V2i+(j-I)k+k--l, 
and all additions are taken modulo rk ( - -m).  In both (a) and (b) as i varies, we get 
a Pk-factorization of Q(G). 
Let Q(G) be as in (c) and let V(Q(G))= {Vl,V2 . . . . .  vk}. Let Ck =VlV2V3"''VkVl. 
Choose an i such that the edge vi-lvi has multiplicity k -  r -  1 in Ck. Then we 
describe a Pk-faetor of Q(G) as follows: P(i)=vivi+lvi+2...Vi_l. As there are k -  r 
edges having multiplicity k - r - 1, we can find k - r Pk-factors of Q(G). [] 
Corollary 2.4. I f  m - 0 (mod k) and n = 0 (rood k - 1 ), then Cm * K, is Pk-factorable. 
Proof. Let m = rk and n = (k -  1 )s. Let Crk = v l v2 -. - vrk V l. Let u l, u2 .. . . .  U(k- l)~ be the 
vertices of k(~-i)s. Then V(Crk */£(k-t )s)= Uirk= l v/, where V/= {u/: l< . j< . (k -  1)s}. 
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Now, the graph C,v, * K(k-l)s is compressible with respect o the partition Vl, V2 . . . . .  Vrk 
and hence Qv (C,.k * K(k-1)~) = C~k (2), where )~ = (k - 1 )s. By Lemmas 2.1 and 2.3(a), 
C.k * K~k- I), is Pk-factorable. [] 
The following lemma was proved by Laskar [7]. Here we present a different proof 
and the nature of the Hamilton cycles of the HCD given in the new proof is required 
in Lemma 2.8. 
Lemma 2.5. The graph C2m *K2.+I is Hamilton cycle decomposable. 
Proof. Let {Vl,/22,..-, V2m} and {ul, U2 . . . . .  U2n+l } be the vertex sets of C2m and/£2,+1, 
respectively. Without loss of generality (w.l.o.g.) we assume that C2,, = VlV2"''V2mVl. 
112m ~, where ~ i i i Then V(C2m *R2.+l )=  Wi=l = {ul,u2,..., u2.+1 }. Clearly, C2m *K2n+l = 
( C2m o K2.+l ) O ( C2., X k2n+l ) = { (~k_l( C2m o Hk ) } ® ( C2m xK2.+l) ,  where {HI,H2, 
/43 . . . . .  H.} is a HCD of K2.+l as in Theorem 1.3. We prove this lemma by de- 
composing each C2~ o Ilk into two Hamilton cycles, say, H~ and H~ n, 1 ~<k ~< n, and 
H~"® C2m x R2.+l into two Hamilton cycles H~ "'l and H 2"'2. First, we find a HCD 
of C2m o Ilk, 1 ~ k ~ n. For this we consider four cases. Throughout he proof of this 
lemma, we assume that the vertices of ~ c V(C2m oHk) are in the order of the con- 
secutive vertices of Ilk of K2,,+l, i.e., if uluk is the first edge of Hk, then u{ is the 
first vertex of ~ and u~ is the second vertex of V/ and so on. 
Case 1: 2m = 8r. Let 
3 
S~ ~--- ~ { o{t+l ( Ft, Ft+ I ) ~ o~t+2n( V3+i, V4+i)} @ ~t+ 1( V7, V8 ) 
i-1 
4 }} 
@ lr~ {i~l {O~t+l(gSj+i-l, gSj+i)(~O~t+2n(gSj+3+i, g8j+4+i)} 
[i=l = 
where t assumes the values 1 and 2n and the subscripts of c~'s are taken modulo 4n-2 .  
It can be checked that {H2,H~"} is a HCD of C2moHk, l<~k<~n. 
Case 2: 2m=8r+2,  r>~l. Let 
H[~-o~t+l(Vi,V2)@ Ir~ (+{gt+l(V8./+i+l,Vsj+i+2) 
1/=0 i=l 
@cgt+2n(V8j+S+i, Vsj+6+i)}}} @o~t+l(V8r+2, V1)  
where t assumes the values 1 and 2n and the subscripts of ct's are taken modulo 4n-2 .  
Case 3: 2m = 8r + 6. Let 
3 
O k = ~ {~t+l(V/i, Vi+l)} @ ~t+2n(V4, Vs) @ gt+2n(V5, ]76) 
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/ r~{ 4i=1 }} ~{o~t+l(V8j+5+i~ Vsj+6+i) • o~t+2n(V8j+9+i, V8j+lO+i)} 
U=0 
~,+l (G+6, vl ), 
where t assumes the values 1 and 2n and the subscripts of ~'s are taken modulo 
4n-  2. In the above two cases it can be checked that {H~,H 2"} is a HCD of 
Czm o Ilk, 1 <~ k <~ n. Now, in all the above cases, we consider H 2n G C2m z R2,+ l and 
decompose it into two Hamilton cycles as follows: 
Let 
o?n,l ={o21n\~2n+l(V2m, Vl)}{~ {VlU2m } x g2n+l 
and 
H? n'2 = {C2m\{1)ll)2m}} X /~2n+l @ ~2n+l(V2m, VI ). 
It is easy to check that {H2n'*,H2n'2} is a HCD of H2" e C2m ×/£2n+1. 
Case 4: 2m = 8r + 4. Let 
H E = ~t+2n(V1, V2) • 0~t+2n(V2, 3) @ gt+l(V3, V4) 
@ {r~ i=, 
0{t+2n( V8r+4, VI ), 
where t assumes the values 1 and 2n and the subscripts of ~'s are taken modulo 4n-2 .  
It can be checked that {H l,  H 2" } is a HCD of C8r+4 o Hk, 1 ~< k ~< n. 
Next, we consider Hi 2n q3 C8r+4 x/£2n+1 and decompose it into two Hamilton cycles 
as follows: 
Let n 2n'l= {n?n\~2(V8r+4, VII)} @ {Vl/)8r+4} X /~2n+l and let H21n'2= {{C8r+4 \ 
{vlvsr+4}} ×k2,+l} q~ =2(V8:+4, Vl). It is easy to check that {H2"l,H~"'2} is a HCD 
of H 2" @ C8r+4 X /~2n+l. 
In all the four cases we have decomposed each C2m o nk, 1 <<. k <<. n, into two Hamilton 
cycles H 1 and H 2" and H 2" q3 C2m X R2,+l into two Hamilton cycles H 2"'1 and H 2"'2. 
Thus, we have obtained a HCD of C2m ,/~2n+l. [] 
Remark 2.6. From the proof of the above lemma, we observe that each 1-factor of 
{ViVi+l}Onk C C2rnonk is in exactly one Hamilton cycle of a HCD {HI,H 2"} of 
C2m oHk, where viVi+l is an edge of C2m. In particular, the two edges in {vivi+l} o{e} C 
{vivi+l}OHk are in two Hamilton cycles of the HCD {HI,H 2~} of CzmoHk, where 
'e' is the middle edge of ilk, l<<.k<<.n. 
Further, from the HCD of HZnq3 C2m X /~2n+l, we can observe that the Hamilton 
cycle H I  n'l differs from H 2", only at a 1-factor of {vl/)2m} O n k C 1t21 n, and the Hamilton 
cycle H~ "'2 differs from C2m X /~2n+l only at a 1-factor {VlV2m} ×/£2,+1. Hence, the 
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three edges in {Igi!gi+ 1 } O {e} • {v/v/+t } × u, C {C2m o H l 0 C2m × /~2n-r-I } are in three 
different Hamilton cycles of the HCD {H~,H("'I,H~ '2} of C2moH, ® C2m × K2,,+,, 
where v~vi+l ~ vlV2m ~ vjv/+l are edges of C2m and 'e' is the middle edge of Hi. 
From the above two observations we conclude that any two different edges in 
n 
{ViVi+l} o {U/= I{ej}} • {vjl:j+l} × ul C C2m *K2.+l are in two different Hamilton 
cycles of the HCD of C2m,R2,,+l, where Uil)i+ 1 ~l)l/)2m~Vj/~j+l are edges of C2m 
and ei is the middle edge of the Hamilton cycle 1!./ in the HCD of K2,,+l. 
Note. Remark 2.6 is used in Lemma 2.14. 
Before proving our next lemma we recall the following definition. A 1-factorization 
of a graph G is said to be a perfect 1-factorization if the union of any two 1-factors 
in the 1-factorization forms a Hamilton cycle in G. 
To prove the next lemma we state the following: 
Lemma 2.7 (Muthusamy [8]). Let G be a connected cubic 9raph with a Hamilton 
r--2 cycle H = v~ v2 v3... l)2rUl and a 1-factor F = {vl v2r- 1, v2v4, Ui=l {v2i+l v2i+4} . Then 
(i) G*K2,+I is Hamilton cycle decomposable. (ii) I f  G=K4, then there exists a 
Hamilton cycle Ha in the HCD of( i )  such that Fi • {F × /£2,+1}, 1~<i~<2, is a 
Hamilton cycle of G*K2,+~, where F1 and F2 are two 1-factors of ilk. 
Lemma 2.8. g2m */~2n+l has a Hamilton cycle decomposition {DI,D2 .. . . .  
D((2m- 1 ) (2n+l)- I )/2, F'  } such that for some i, Di ® F' has a perfect 1-factorization. 
Proof. If m = 1, then K2 *R2,+l is the complete bipartite graph K2,+l,2~+l. Clearly, 
- _~ 
K2*K2n+I =K2oK2n+l 0K2 ×/~2,+1 - (K2°H:)OK2 ×/~2n+l, 
i=1 
where {H(,H~,H~ . . . . .  H'} is a HCD of K2n+l. Clearly, each /£2 oH' is a Hamilton 
cycle of/£2 */£2n+1, and we can check that the cubic graph K2 o H( • K2 * R2,+l has a 
perfect 1-factorization for 1 ~< i ~< n. If m = 2, then the graph K4 */£2,+1 has the required 
HCD, by Lemma 2.7. Let m>~3. Then 
K2m */~2n+l =(HI OH2 O""  O H,,,_I @ F)*/~2n+l (m, } 
=(HI  Gf)* /~2n+l  @ O (Hi*/~2n+l) , 
i=2 
where {H1,H2,H3 ..... Hm-I,F} is a HCD of Kzm, as in Theorem 1.3. (Hi OF)*R2.+I 
has decomposition i to Hamilton cycles and a 1-factor F x/~2.+1, by Lemma 2.7 (since 
(H1 OF)~G of Lernma 2.7). And by Lemma 2.5, each Hi*R2.+l, 2<~i<~m- 2, is 
- -  - n HC-decomposable. Clearly, Hm-t * K2.+l=Hm I oK2~+lOHm-i xK2.+l= (~k=l(Hm j o 
H~) 0 Hm-1 x R2.+1, where H~ is a Hamilton cycle of a HCD of K2.+I. As in 
the proof of Lemma 2.5, each Hm lollS, l<~k<~n, is HC-decomposable into two 
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Hamilton cycles Hl_,,k and Hm2_,,k. Again, as in the proof of Lemma 2.5, H~_,,, O 
Hm-I ×/£2~+, has a decomposition into two Hamilton cycles Hm2'_l l,1 and Hm2'_21, l" Hence, 
{Hlm_l,l,H,2~l,l,H2m'2_1, l,H~_l,2,H2~_l,2 ..... Hml_l,~,Hm2_l,,} is a HCD of Hm-, */£2~+1. 
To complete the proof we consider two cases. 
Case 1: 2m -- 0, 2, 6 (mod 8). Consider the Hamilton cycle H~_I, l(Hm l - l. I is similar 
to H11 of Lemma 2.5). Let the 1-factors of it be Ft and F2. Then FI GF  ×/£2,+1 and 
F2 OF ×/(72,+1 are Hamilton cycles in g2m */~2n+l, where F x/~2~+~ is the 1-factor in 
the HCD of (H~ ~ F)×/£2,+~. This follows from the construction of Hl_~,~ and the 
nature of the 1-factor F arises out of the HCD of g2m (see the Theorem 1.3), Thus, 
H1-1, ~ ~ (F × g2,+~ ) gives our required perfect 1-factorization. 
Case 2: 2m-4(mod8) ,  2m>4. Consider the Hamilton cycle Hm2~l,~ of 
Hm-I */('2,+1 (which is similar to H~ "'~ of Lemma 2.5). Let the 1-factors of it 
be F~ and F2. Then FI ® F × /~2~+~ and F2 • F × /£2~+~ are Hamilton cycles in 
K2m */£2~+~ for the similar reasons given above. Thus, in both the cases we have 
obtained a required HCD of K2m * K2,+l as {Fl, F2, F ×/£2~+~ } is a perfect 1-factoriza- 
tion of {FI ~ F2 • F ×/('2,+~ }.
To prove our next result we need the following theorem due to Auerbach and 
Laskar [3]. 
Theorem 2.9. I f  ( r -  1)n is even, then K~. K~ is Hamilton cycle decomposable. 
Lemma 2.10. I f  k is even and tlk, then PkllK, r */£(k/t)¢k-l),~, for some s>0 and r>0. 
Proof. Clearly, Ktr * k~k/t)~k- 1 ),3 ~- (Ktr * Ktk/t)s) * Kk- I. We complete the proof in two 
cases. 
Case 1: (tr - 1)ks/t even. Since Ktr *kk~/t is regular of degree (tr - l)ks/t, an 
even number, by assumption, Ktr *I~k.~/t is HC-decomposable into Hamilton cycles 
Hl,l-I2 .... Httr-t)k~,/at, by Theorem 2.9. Therefore, 
(tr-- 1 )ks/2t 
(gtr*gs(k/ t ) ) :cgk- I  = ~ (Hi*K,k-1). 
i-I 
Now, each Hi *Kk-l is Pk-factorable, by Corollary 2.4, and hence PklIKtr *ks~k-l)k/t. 
Case 2: ( t r -  1)ks/t odd. Let gtr*K(k/t)s=B. AS B is regular of odd degree, by 
assumption there exists a HCD {Ol,O2,...,D((tr-l)(ks/t)-l)/2,F t} of B such that for 
some i, Di ~3F' has a perfect 1-factorization i it, by Lemma 2.8. W.l.o.g. assume that 
D1 OF '  has a perfect 1-factorization with 1-factors F1,F2,F, where FI and F2 are the 
1-factors of Dl. To take the quotient graph of a subgraph of B./~k-~ we need a vertex 
partition of it. For this, let vl, v2 .. . . .  Vrks be the vertices of B and let ul, u2 .. . . .  uk-1 be 
the vertices of/£k-i .  Then V(B.  Kk - l )=  [.JT-~ Vii, where 
. . . . .  4 - ,} .  
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Hence, 
((tr-- I )(ks~t)- 1 )/2 
B */~k-I  = ~ (D i *Kk  I)O(FI~®F')*K~-t, 
i -2 
where FI®F2=D1. Since IDi}=O(modk), each Di*ff;k i is Pk-factorable, by 
Corollary 2.4. To complete the proof we have to show that Pkll(Fi OF2 ®U)*/£k-1. 
Because of Lemma 2.1 it is enough to prove Pk I[ Qv((Fl G F2 ~ F')*/£k-l) .  By the defi- 
nition of the quotient graph, Q v ( F1 * K k -1 ) = El (2),  Q v ( F2 */~k-I ) 7- F2(,~), and Q v ( F' * 
/~k_l)=F'(2), where F~(2), F2(2) and F'(2) are 1-factors of B with multiplicity 
) .=k-  1. 
Clearly, Fx(2) =F~(21 )~F~(22),F~(2) =Fz(21 )~F~()~2) and F'(2) =F'(21) OF'(22) 
where 2~ =(k /2 ) -  1 and 22=k/2. Since any two 1-factors in {F~,F2,F'} form a 
Hamilton cycle in B, F~ (2~) ® F2(22) ~ F2(2~ ) ® F'()~2) -- F'(21 ) ~ F~ ()~2) -- C,-k.~()~, )~2). 
Hence, Pkll(F~(2,)e&(,~2)), PklI(F2(&)OF'(22)) and P~II(F'(,t,)OF~(22)), by 
Lemma 2.3(b), which implies Qv((F~ ¢& ®F'),/£~_~ ) is Pk-factorable. 
Lemma 2.11. Let k be even, say 2r. Kk, k be the complete bipartite graph with 
bipartition (X, Y) = (X 1 UX2, Yl U Y2), where Xi = {xx,x2 . . . . .  x,.}, X2 = {al,a2 . . . . .  a~}, 
YI = {Yl, Y2 . . . . .  Yr} and Y2 = {b~, be . . . . .  b~} are partitions of  X and Y. Then Kk, k can 
be decomposed into Pk-factors and a 1-factor F such that exactly one 
Pk-factor intersects all the sets E(Xi, Yj), i , j=  1,2, and the other Pk-factors inter- 
sect E(XI ,Y I )UE(X2,  Y2) or E(X2, Y I )UE(XI ,Y2)  and the 1-factor F=72(X ,Y )= 
{xlyz,xzy3 . . . . .  xrbl,alb2,a2b3 . . . . .  a,. jb~,a~yl }. 
Proof. Let (Xl U X2, Y1 U Y2) be as above• We consider four complete bipartite 
subgraphs K,.,~ of Kk, k induced by (~,Yj), where i , j= l ,2 ,  IX~t=lhl=r and 
k =2r• 
Case 1: r odd, say 2n + 1. The proof goes as follows: first we find a HCD of the 
complete bipartite subgraph K2n+l,2n+l induced by (8, Yj), i , j=  1,2. Then we delete 
a suitably chosen edge from each of the Hamilton cycles, obtained above, to find 
Hamilton paths in it. The Hamilton paths so obtained in the complete bipartite sub- 
graphs induced by (Xl U Yi ) and (X2 U Y2), give n Pk-factors of Kk, k; and the Hamilton 
paths, obtained as above, in the complete bipartite subgraphs induced by (Xl U Y2) and 
(X2 U Y1 ) give n Pk-factors of Kk, k. Then by a suitable way we obtain another Pk-factor 
and a 1-factor F from the remaining edges of Kk, k. 
The complete bipartite subgraph K2n+l,2n+l induced by (XiUYs) in Kk, k, has a 
r i /  i,j i,j i j  1-factorization t~l '0~2' '~2n÷l}' where e~' ~k(Xi,~)=(Xil j i_J i •.. = Yk ,X2Yk+l , . .  ., X2n+l 
Y~-l}, l~<k~<Zn+l, i , j=  l,Z for X i= {xil,xi2,.. i J J ., yJ .,x2,+l } and YJ={Yl ,Y2 , . .  .,,+LJ. 
Since consecutive 1-factors in the above list form a Hamilton cycle in K2,+l,zn+l, H~ 'j =: 
i,j i,j ~2~+1 ~3 c~z~+2, 1 <~s<~n, i j = 1,2 is a Hamilton cycle of K2,+l,2,+1 induced by (Xi U ~) ,  
where all the subscripts are taken modulo 2n + 1. Now, we obtain Hamilton paths 
of K2n+l,2,+1 from the Hamilton cycles obtained above by deleting suitable edges as 
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follows: 
&l =i4j.,\(x2.+2_sys+l}, 
Psi,2 =H1,2\{xn+l_sbn+l+s}, p2,1 =H2s,,\{a,+l_sYn+l+s}, l ~s<~n. 
Clearly, {Psl'IUP, 2'2} and {P~I'2UPs2'1 } are two Pk-factors of Kk, k. When s varies, 
pII'I [..JP? '2, p I ' I  up2 '2  . . . . .  P)" U P~ '2, P11'2 [..JR? '1, p I '2  u p2"' . . . . .  P2"2 [_J P 2'1 are 2n Pk- 
factors of Kk, k. The edges of Kk, k not covered by the above Pk-factors are the edges 
of 
R -- 6 {X2n+2-sYs+l, a2n+2-sbs+l ,Xn+l-sbn+l+s, an+l -sYn+l+s} 
s=l 
2,2~ 12~ 21 @~,1 @~2 ~[9~2' ~:J:)~2' " 
22 In R, the set of edges F={{O~' l \{x2n+lY l}} l . . J{o~2 ' \{a2n+lb l}}U{X2n+lb l} l . . J  
{a2n+lYl}} gives our required 1-factor of Kk, k. Further, R\F  gives another Pk-faetor 
which intersects all E(X/, Yj), i , j= 1,2. 
Case 2: r even. Let r = 2n. Proof of this case is also similar to the previous case. As 
in Case 1, K2,,2,, induced by (X/U Yj), i , j= 1,2, has a 1-factorization {a'l J, '; 
. . (~2 ,..., 
i,j " " i,j i,j ' " i,j t y 
~2,}" Als°, H~'J = ~2s+l ~) ct2,+2 , l<~s<~n-l, fori=jandH~'Y=~2~_l@O(~s, l<~s<<.n, 
for i # j ,  are Hamilton cycles of K2,,2~ induced by (X, U Yj) (see Case 1), where all 
the subscripts are taken modulo 2n. Now, we obtain the Hamilton paths of K2~,2~ from 
the Hamilton cycles obtained above, by deleting suitable edges as follows: 
p1,1 =HJ,l\{Xn_sYn+s}, Ps 2'2 =HaZ'Z\{an_~b,,+,}, 1~s<~n - 1, 
~l'2=Ha!'2\{X2n+l_sbs} and ~2'l=n2'l\{a2n+l_sYs}, l<~s<~n. 
Clearly, Ps 1"1 LIPs 2'2 and Ps1'ZUPs 2'1 are two Pk-factors of Kk, k and when s varies we 
get 2n-  1 Pk-factors of Kk, k. The remaining edges are the edges of 
{n--I }} {6  }} 
R = (J {xn-sy,,+s, a ,-sb,,+s • {XZn+l-sbs, a2n+l-sYs 
s=l s=l 
2,2 ~{0~1, l ~ ,1  ~0~,2~2 }. 
In R, the set of edges F- -  {{O~'l\{x2nYl}} G {o~'2\{a2nhl}} ~ {a2~yl,x2,bl}} gives 
our required 1-factor of Kk, k, and R\F  gives another Pk-factor which intersects all 
E(X~,Yj), i , j= l ,2 .  [] 
A forest in which each component is a path is called a linear forest. 
Lemma 2.12. There exist a 1-factorization {F1,F2 .. . . .  F,} and a linear forest R oJ 
Kk, k such that IRnF~I = 1, l ~i<~k. 
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Proof. Let (U,V) be the bipartition of Kk, k with U={Ul ,U2  . . . . .  Uk} and 
V={vl,v2 .. . . .  Vk}. {FI,F2,...,Fk} is a 1-factorization of Kk, k where Fi=oti(U,V)= 
{ulvi, u2vi+l . . . . .  ukvi-1}, 1 <~i<<.k, and the subscripts are taken modulo k. Fi can be 
i i .... e~}, k i written as {el,e 2, where e~ =ujvj+i_j. Then [-.Ji:l {ei} is our required linear 
forest. [] 
To prove the next lemma we state the following 
Theorem 2.13 (Laskar [7]). C, . k,~ is Hamilton cycle decomposable. 
Lemma 2.14. The graph Kr * Kt can be decomposed into Hamilton paths and a linear 
forest. 
Proof. We consider three cases. 
Case 1: r odd. Then Kr*Kt----(~l~:-ll)/2(Hi*gt), where {H1,H2 .. . . .  H~r-j)/2} is 
a HCD of Kr, obtained as in Theorem 1.3. By Remark 1.5, there exists a match- 
ing M={el ,e2 .... ,e(r-l)/2}, such that ei E/qi of Kr. Then by Laskar's construction, 
Theorem 2.13, each Hi * Kt is HC-decomposable and each Hamilton cycle in the HCD 
of H / .K ,  contains exactly one 1-factor of ei *Kt C Hi *Rt. (We would like to say 
that the 1-factors of ei *Kt are of the form FI,F2 .. . . .  Ft of Lemma 2.12 above.) By 
suitably removing exactly one edge from each 1-factor of ei * Kt, we obtain t Hamilton 
paths of Hi * Kt, and the edges that we have deleted from ei * i~t (and hence from the 
Hamilton cycles) form a linear forest in ei */~t, this is possible by Lemma 2.12. Since 
M is a matching in K~, by Remark 1.5, the linear forests obtained as above, in each 
ei * Kt, together give a linear forest in Kr * Kt. 
Case 2: r and t are even. Clearly, Kr *I~t = (Kr * /~2)  *I~t/2. Since Kr *I~2(~-K>\F, 
where F is a l-factor of K2~) is HC-decomposable into Hamilton cycles HI,H2 .... , 
Hr-1 we write K~ *Kt -  (~)~-t (Hi * /~t /2 ) .  Using Remark 1.6 and proceeding as in ' - -  i=1 
Case 1, we complete the proof. 
Case 3: r even and t odd. Let r=2m and t=2n+l .  Let {vo, vl . . . . .  v2m-i} and 
{u~,ul,u2 . . . . .  u2,} be the vertex sets of g2m and K2,+l, respectively. Then V(K2m *
- ll2m-I V/, where Vi= i i i K2n+l)=v.)i=0 {Uoc,U 1 . . . . .  u2n }. Let {H1,H2 .. . . .  Hm_l,F} and {D1, 
D2 .. . . .  Dn} be the HCDs of K2m and K2n+l, respectively, obtained as in Theorem 1.3. 
By Remark 1.4, Hi = VoViVi+lVi--ll)i+2Vi--2 " "" Vm+i+lVm+i--lVm+iVO, 1 <~i<~m-- 1, and 
F-----{V0 Vm, VlV2m-l,V2V2m-2 . . . . .  Vm-lVm+l} where all the subscripts of v's except for 
the initial (terminal) vertex v0 are taken modulo 2m-1 ,  and Dj=u~ujuj+tuj_luj+2 
uj_2""Un+i_lUn+i+lUn+iUoo , where the subscripts of u's, except oo, are taken modulo 
2n. Clearly, 
K2m */~2n+ 1 ~- (H1 • F)  */~2n+ l @ (H2 @. - "  @ H.,_ 1 ) */£2.+ 1- ( 1 ) 
The rest of the proof goes as follows: First, we decompose (H10F)*/£2~+1 into 
Hamilton cycles and a 1-factor. Then we find the Hamilton paths by removing one edge 
from each of these Hamilton cycles such that the union of the 1-factor in the HCD 
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of (H l @F)*/~2n+l and the edges that we have deleted from the Hamilton cycles, to 
obtain the Hamilton paths, form a linear forest in it. Again in (/-/2 ®. . .  @ Hm- ~ ) */(2n+ 1 
we first obtain a HCD. Then we find Hamilton paths by removing one edge from each 
of these Hamilton cycles such that the edges that we have deleted from these Hamilton 
cycles and the linear forest obtained in (HI ®F)*/£2,,+1 form a linear forest in the 
graph K2m * R2,+ I. 
Claim 1. (H10F)*/~2n+l can be decomposed into Hamilton paths and a linear 
forest. 
Let H1 = Fl @ F2, where 
{mGll{Ui+lU'~m--i}} /:1 = {~)ODI } U 
and 
m_2 } 
F2~--{Vll)2}U ( i?l {U2m-il)i+2 } U{/)m+ll)0} 
be the two 1-factors of Hi (see the description of H,. above). It is easy to check that 
F1 @ F2, Fl G F and F2 G F are Hamilton cycles of K2m. 
First, we describe a HCD of (Fi GF2 OF)*/~2~+l. 
(F1 @F2 OF)  *R2~+I --= (Fl OF2 @F)oK2,+ l  ® (FI @F2 OF)  x R2n+l 
= + {(F1 oF2) o Dj G (F oDj)} G (F1 OF2 @F) x Kan+l , 
j - I  
where DI,D2,... ,Dn is the HCD of K2,+1. 
Now, we decompose each (Fi ® F2)o Dj into two Hamilton cycles, say/ t l  and/_/j2, 
as follows: { \{ {m, }}} 
~--~ 0 1 ~. i+1.2m--i'l t-Ijl (FI°D:) {U°°Un+j}U ,~=1 tu°cun+J * 
,I} U 1 2 .f. 2m-i. i+2/ m+l 0 ® u,+/uo~} tun+./ uoo t U {un+ j u~ i= 
and 
{ \{2 ~2 = (F: oDj) {u,÷s"~} u v'.+j u~ ) u {u.+s uo~} 
0 1 r i+1 2m--il 1 4j<<.n. ® {uooun+j}U iu~ un+: ) , 
L. i=l 
Next, we decompose H} OFoD:GF1 ×/~2~+1 into two Hamilton cycles and a 
1-factor, and then we decompose H 2 G(F®F2)×/~2n+l into two Hamilton cycles as 
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follows: First, we consider/q) OFoD i ®Fix  R2.+l. Let 
Hj I'1 = {Hjl \{F1 o {Uj_[(n_l)l,2]Uj+[(n+l)/2]}}} (~ {F  I X {Igj_[(n_l)/'2],l~j+[(n+l)/2] }}, 
and let 
{ \{m0 
H) '2 (FoDj) i u2m-i = {U)--[(n I)/2] j+k(n+l),/2j 
i= 
o ///uo 
UUj+L(n+l)/2]uj_[(n_l)/2]} (~ { j+[(n+l)/2JUj--[(.--1)/2 ] }
) )  k 
Im :,u2m I} U t j+L(n+t)/2] j - [ ( . -1) l '2  7 } , 
i= 
where uj_[(,_x)/2quj+[(,,+l)/2O is the middle edge of Dj, 1 <<.j~n, and the subscripts of 
u's are taken modulo 2n.//j,,l and//),2 are edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles since Fl OF2 
and F~ ® F are Hamilton cycles of K2m. The construction of H)'1 is possible for all 
j, 1 ~ j~n,  since the middle edge of D/'s form a matching in K2,+l, by Remark 1.5. 
The remaining edges of {///J G {F oDj} OFI x/£2.+1 } form a 1-factor of it (and hence 
a 1-factor of K2m *R2.+1), say R l, where 
Rl={F lXUoc}CJ{O{m@l{b!5_  u2m--i I [{n--I)/2] j+L(n+l)/2J} ]'= 1 1"= 
0 m }U{4 ' / U { uj+ [(n+l )/2 J uj_ [(n- I ),,'21 [(n - 1 ) /2 ] /d J+ L(n+ I ),"2] } 
) 
"'-' u~+, ~1. 
.= lU J - [ (n - I ) ,  '2] i+L(n+l),,2jsj. U l~=l r 2m-i 
Next, we decompose H2 ®(F®Fz) x R2.+l into two Hamilton cycles, say H 2'~ and 
H 2'2 as follows: 
H~ 'I = {H2\~2n+l  ( Vm+l, V0)} @ {Vm+l I)0 X /~2,+1 }, 
where 
O~2n+l(Vrn+l,llxf m+l 0 m+l 0 m+l 0 m+l 0 m+l 0 vO)-- ~U~¢: bl2n, U 1 U~,U 2 Ul,U 3 U2,...,lt2n U2n_l~ 
and 
C~2n+l(Vm+l, Vo) C {Vm+lVo} Di C F2 oD1. 
H? "2 = {(F ~ (F2\{Vm+, v0})) x R2.+1 O ~2.+,(Vm+,. Vo)}. 
It can be verified that H 2'1 and H~ '2 are Hamilton cycles of K2m*g2.+l as FOF2 
is a Hamilton cycle of K2m. Hence {H~'t.H2 I'' . . . .. H;,',/-/ I ,2,N,2,N ,2 ..... /4U.H,  ~.', 
H2,2  2 2 2 1 H~,H~,... ,H~,R } is a HCD of(Fl@F2@F)*K2n+l 
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Now, we obtain the Hamilton paths from the Hamilton cycles of (Fl OF2 ®F),/¢2,+1 
by removing certain suitable edges so that R l ~ {the edges that we have deleted from 
the Hamilton cycles to obtain the Hamilton paths} forms a linear forest as follows: 
pjl,l =//j1,1\{/)0/)1 X Uj+[(n+l)/2j} , l<~j<~n (note that /)0/)1CF1), 
1,2 0 m 
p)!,2 = I-Ij 1,2\{uJ-r(n-l)/2quj+L(n+l)/2j}zm_l 2 if  m is odd, 
I-Ij \{u)+[(.+t)/2ju)_r(._l)/2]} if m is even, l<~j<~n, 
#,1  O2,1 1 2 
= \{Ul_[(n_l)/2]Ul+L(n+l)/Zj}, 
p?,2 22 
=01 ' \{{UL(3m+2)/2Dr(m+2)/2]} X Uc~}, 
(observe that UL(3m+Z)/2jt~[(m+2)/2 ] is in F2) 
and 
2 
r(n_l)/2]u)+[(,,+l)/2j}, 2<~j<.n, 
are Hamilton paths of (Fl 0F2 OF)  *K2.+I, where the subscripts of u's except ~,  are 
taken modulo 2n. As j varies we get 3n + 1 Hamilton paths. The edges that we have 
deleted to obtain the above Hamilton paths are, say R 2, 
/ ){ } R 2= 0 0 0 j=l j=1 
U {l)L(3m+2)/2j 1)[-(m+2)/2] } X Uoo}} 
{{0 m 
?1 U)_ [(n-- 1 )/2 7 Uj.+ [(n+l )/2J u 
j= 1 u2m- 1 U2 
)'+L(n+l)/2J j -  [-(n-- 1)/2] 
if m is odd, o r}  } .  
if m is even 
One can check that R l OR 2 is a linear forest of (HI GF)*/~2.+1. 
This completes the proof of Claim 1. 
Claim 2. The graph (H2 G " " O H, n-1) * K2,+1 can be decomposed into Hamilton 
paths and a matching. 
Clearly, 
m--l 
(/t2 O ' "  OHm- l )  */~2n+l = ~ (Hi */('2.+1 ). 
i=2 
Obtain a HCD of//,. •/~2.+1 as in the proof of Lemma 2.5. By Remark 2.6, any two 
different edges in 
} - ~ {V[3m/2j+2i_ll)[m/2]+2i_l} X Uc~ CH2i- I  *K2n+l 
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are in two different Hamilton cycles of the HCD of H2i-l * g2.+l, where v2i_lV2i is 
the second edge of H2i-1, and V[3m/2j+2i_lVFm/2q+2i_ I is the (m + 1)th edge of Hzi-i, 
if m is odd, otherwise it is the mth edge of H2i- l, 2 ~ i <<. tm/2j, and the subscripts of 
u's except cx~ are taken modulo 2n and the subscripts of v's are taken modulo 2m - 1. 
Similarly, any two different edges in 
I{1)m+2i--lVm+2i}O {~.~_1 {UJ-[(n--1)/2~UJ+[(n+l)/2]} I 
} - (~ {VL.3m/2J+2iVVm/2?+2i } x uoo C H2i * K2n+l 
are in two different Hamilton cycles of the HCD of H2i */C2.+l, where Vm+2i_lVm+2i 
is the last but one edge of I-I2i and V[3m/2J+2iV[m/2]+2i is the (m-{- 1)th edge of H2i, if 
m is odd, otherwise it is the mth edge of 02i, 1 ~<i~ t (m-  1)/2/, and the subscripts 
of u's except c~ are taken modulo 2n and the subscripts of v's are taken modulo 
2m - 1. If we remove the above said edges from the Hamilton cycles of the HCD of 
(~m-l[ 0. i=2 '. , *K2,+l), we get a set of (m - 2)(2n + l) Hamilton paths of it. Thus, we 
have obtained (m-  2)(2n + 1)+ (3n + l) edge-disjoint Hamilton paths in the graph of 
the right-hand side of (1). The edges that we have deleted from the Hamilton cycles 
m--I of the HCD of ~i=2 (/-/i */~2n+l ) to obtain the Hamilton paths are, say R 3, where 
Y{V[3m/2j+2i_ lv[m/2]+2i_ ! }X U~ I 
{VL3m/2j+2iV[m/2]+2i } X Uoo }. to 
Clearly, R 3 is a matching of Kzm * R2,+~, since the second edges of the alternate 
Hamilton cycles, namely HI,H3 .. . . .  HzLm/2j-I and the last but one edges of 
O2,H 4 . . . . .  02[(m_1)/2 j form a matching in K2m, by Remark 1.7. This completes the 
proof of Claim 2. 
Now, R = R 1 GR 2 OR 3 gives our required linear forest with n + 1 components, where 
n components correspond to the n middle edges of Dj's, 1 <~j<~n, and one component 
corresponds to the vertex uoo. [] 
Lemma 2.15 (Yu [12]). Let k be even, then the graph Kk, k\F has a Pk-factorization, 
where F is any 1-factor of Kk, k. 
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Lemma 2.16. Let k be even and let t be a divisor of  k, then g(k/t)((k_t)s+t) * g t is 
Pk-factorable. 
Proof. One can easily check that 
g(k/t)((k-l)s+t) * I~t = (g(k- l )s+t * l~k ) @ ( (k  - 1 )s -4- t)(gk/t  * l~t ). 
Kk/¢ * I?2t can be decomposed into paths of length k - 1, and a linear forest by 
Lemma 2.14. W.l.o.g. assume that the subscripts of the vertices of the paths in the 
linear forest receive consecutive integers. Let V(Kk/t * Kt) = V(Rk) = {u l, ua . . . . .  uk }. 
Let r=(k -1)s+t  then 
K(k/t)r * K, ~ (Kr * Rk) ® r(Kk/t * Kt). (2) 
Let vl, v2,..., vr be the vertices of Kr. Then 
k 
V(Kr *Rk)= V((Kr *Rk)Or(Kk/ ,  *Kt ) )= 0 14,= I,.I Uj, 
i=1 j= l  
where Vi = {u{, u~,..., u~} and U/= {g ,u  2 . . . . .  u~}. We complete the remaining part of 
the proof in two cases. 
Case 1: r even. Let {H1,H2 . . . . .  H(r_2)/2,F t} be a HCD of Kr. For our convenience 
orient the edges of H{s into directed Hamilton cycles; orient the edges of F '  arbitrar- 
ily. We call the oriented cycle Hi and the oriented 1-factor F '  as Hi and F'  itself, 
respectively. (The above orientation is nothing to do with the product graph, but it is 
used to pickup a suitable 1-factor of Kk.k CK~ */~k.) Corresponding to each arc of 
Kr we have a Kk, k in K~ • Rk. Corresponding to each arc vivj of H,, we associate a
1-factor &,~:~ in K~, v, as follows: 
Fvivi = {u{" j , , i ,  j i , j U i u j l  "2,•2"3 . . . . .  Uk l"~, k I*" (3) 
Corresponding to each arc vivj of F', we associate a 1-factor F~,~.j in K~, v, as follows: 
_ i j i j i,,j ,,i j i j i u j uikuJ, uiluJ}. (4) 
Fviv* - -  {u2u3,  U3U2 '  u4~5'  ~5u4 ' • • " ' Uk-21dk--l' Uk-1 k- -2 '  
As each edge of Hs and F'  has an orientation, Fv, v, is uniquely fixed. Let 
G is a ( r -  1 )-regular graph. 
Since each (directed) Hamilton cycle of Kr gives two 1-factors, the HCD of Kr 
gives a 1-factorization {FI,F2 .. . . .  F~_l }. We write 
r - - I  
(Kr*gk) \G  = t~ {(Fp*gk)\F},  where F = U {Fv,,.,}, 
p--1 vivfzFp 
and F~w~ is as in (3) if 1 ~p~r  - 2, otherwise Fv, v, is as in (4). 
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As each (F/*Kk ) \F  is Pk-factorable into k/2 Pk-factors by Lemma 2.15, (Kr */~k )\ G 
is Pk-factorable; it has ( r -  1 )k/2 Pk-factors. 
By the nature of the 1-factors F~,~,~j's defined in (3) and (4), the bipartite subgraph 
of G induced by the bipartition (Uz j - I ,  U2j), 1 <<.j<~k/2, is ( r -  2)/2-regular and the 
bipartite subgraph of G induced by (U2j, U2j+I), 1 <~j<<.k/2, is (r/2)-regular, where 
addition is taken modulo k. Hence, G is compressible with respect to the partition 
UI,U2 . . . . .  Uk, and Qu(G)  = C/~(21,Z2), with Zl = (r - 2)/2 = ((k - 1)s + t - 2)/2, 
and 22 = r/2 = ((k - 1 )s + t)/2. 
Each Vg, 1 ~< i ~ r, induces the subgraph Kk/t * l£t in the graph of the right-hand side 
of (2). By Lemma 2.14, each K~-/t*f2t can be decomposed into L( (k / t ) -  1)t/2J =- 
L (k -  t)/2J paths of length k -  1 and a linear forest R. As each Kk/, . I£,  has L(k -  t)/2J 
paths of length k - 1, we can obtain L(k - t)/2J Pk-factors from r(Kk.t * F2t). After 
deleting L (k -  t)/2] Pk-factors from r(Kk/t * f2t), the remaining subgraph is rR. Since 
R is a linear forest, rR is compressible with respect o the partition Ui, U2 .. . .  , Uk and 
hence Qu(rR)  = R' ~- R. 
To complete the proof it is enough to prove that G • rR is Pk-factorable. Because of 
Lemma 2.1, it is enough to show that Qu(GOrR)  = Qu(G)®Qu(rR)  = Ck(21,Z2)OR' 
is Pk-factorable. 
To prove this first we calculate the number of edges in R ~, then decompose Ck(21, Z2) 
O R ~ into Pk-factors as follows: note that the degree of each vertex of Kk,.t */£t is 
((k/t)  - 1 )t = k - t. I f  k - t is even, then K~./t * E2t has ( k - t )/2 edge-disjoint Hamilton 
cycles and hence the linear forest R obtained in it by taking one edge from each 
Hamilton cycle, has (k -  t)/2 edges (see Lemma 2.14) i.e., [E(R)I = (k -  t)/2 = 
]E(R')] since R ~ ~ R. k - t even implies t is even and hence s is even, since 21 = 
((k - 1)s + t - 2)/2. In this case for our convenience we write 21 = (k - 1)(s - 2)/2 
+ (k/2) - 1 + (k + t - 2)/2, and 22 = (k - 1 )(s - 2)/2 + (k/2) + (k + t - 2)/2. Therefore, 
G(Z, ,  22) ® R' = Ck((k - l ) ( s  - 2 ) /2 )  @ C~((k/2)  - 1, k/2) 
• Ck((k + t - 2 ) /2 )OR' .  (5) 
By Lemma 2.3(a) and (b), PkllCk((k- l ) ( s -2 ) /2 )  and PkllG((k/2)- 1,k/2). The last 
two terms in the right-hand side of (5) give a cycle C, with (k + t)/2 edges having 
multiplicity (k + t -  2)/2 and (k -  t)/2 edges having multiplicity (k + t)/2, this is 
because the vertex set of R' is contained in Ck, and the subscripts of the vertices of 
the paths in R' are consecutive integers, and hence it is Pk-factorable by Lemma 2.3(c). 
I f  k - t is odd, then Kk/t */£t has (k - t - 1)/2 edge-disjoint Hamilton cycles and 
a 1-factor; hence the linear forest R obtained in it by taking one edge from each 
Hamilton cycle together with the 1-factor, has k - (t + 1)/2 edges, i.e., ]E(R)] = 
k-  (t + 1) /2=]E(Rt) [  since RP~R.  k -  t odd implies t is odd and hence s is odd, 
since 21 =( (k -  1 )s+t -  2)/2. In this case for our convenience we write 21 =(k -  1) 
(s - 1 )/2 + (k/2) - 1 + (t - 1 )/2, and Z2 = (k - 1 )(s - 1 )/2 + (k/2) + (t - 1 )/2. Therefore, 
Ck(2~,22) OR '  = Ck((k - 1)(s - 1) /2)O C,( (k /2)  - 1,k/2) • Ck((t - 1)/2) OR' .  
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By Lemma 2.3(a) and (b), Pk[[Ck((k- 1)(s-  1)/2) and Pk[[Ck((k/2)- 1,k/2). Then 
Ck((t - 1)/2)GR' gives a cycle Ck in which k - (t + 1)/2 edges have multiplicity 
(t + 1)/2 and (t + 1)/2 edges have multiplicity ( t -  1)/2, this is possible since the 
vertex set of R' is contained in Ck, and the subscripts of the vertices of the paths in 
R' are consecutive integers, and hence it is Pk-factorable by Lemma 2.3(c). 
Case 2: r odd. Let {HI,H2 .. . . .  ~r--1)/2} be a HCD of K~. For our convenience orient 
the Hamilton cycles Hp's into directed cycles as in Case 1 and we call the directed 
Hamilton cycle as Hp itself. 
As in the previous case corresponding to each arc vivj of Hp, we associate the 
1-factor F~,~!j in Kv,,vj CK~ *gk of Eq. (3). 
Let 
G is a ( r -  1)-regular graph. 
Now, consider the graph of the right-hand side of (2), namely, (K~*/£k)® 
r(Kk/t*fdt). Its vertex set is V((Kr *I~t)Or(Kk/t */~t))= ~i~1 V/, where V/ is defined 
at the beginning of this lemma. For our convenience we split each set V/. into two sets 
V/1 and Vi2, where ] V/l] = ] V/z] = k/2, 1 <~ i <~ r. 
Claim. (gr * I~k ) O V(gk/t * gt ) can be decomposed into Pk-factors and a subgraph 
(G ~ rR), where rR is a linear forest and G is as defined above. 
Case 2(a): k/2 odd. Corresponding toeach edge vivj of Kr, we consider the subgraph 
Kv~,~\F~i~,~, of Kr *kk, where F~,rj is as defined in (3). We can obtain k/2 Pk-factors, 
of Kv,, ~ \F~,~j, in which (k - 2)/4 P~-factors intersect E( V/l, ~l ) t_J E( V/2, Vj2 ), (k - 2)/4 
Pk-factors intersect E(V/I, Vj2)UE(V/2, Vjl), and one Pk-factor intersects all the sets 
E(V/q, Vjs), q,s--1,2, by the proof of Lemma 2.11. We call the Pk-factor of K~,~ 
which intersects all E(V/q, ~s), q, s = 1,2 as a special Pk-factor of it. 
We know that Kr has a near 1-factorization {FI,F2 . . . . .  F~}. Corresponding to each 
near 1-factor we associate ( r -  1)/2 vertex-disjoint copies of Kk, k and one copy of 
Kk/t *I~t in Kr *I~k or(gk / t  */~t): this association is in the obvious way because ach 
near 1-factor of Kr has ( r -  1)/2 edges and an isolated vertex, and each edge of the 
1-factor is associated with a copy of Kk, k and the isolated vertex is associated with a 
copy of Kk/t * Kt. Corresponding to each near 1-factor of Kr, we choose one Pk-factor 
from Kk/t *I£t, which exists by Lemma 2.14, and the special Pk-factor from each of 
the ( r -  1)/2 copies of Kk,,\F, where F is the 1-factor of Kk, k as described in (3), to 
obtain a Pk-factor of Kr .  kk • r(gk/t * I~t). In this way, we delete r Pk-factors from 
gr * I~k G r(gk/t * I~ t ), corresponding to r near 1-factors. 
To decompose (K~*/£k)\{GO the edges that are used to obtain the r Pk-factors 
above}, we define a new graph G* by associating vertices Vil,Vi2 corresponding to 
the sets V/l, Vi2, l<~i~r, a partition of V/ (see above), and two vertices Viq, Vjs, i• j ,  
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are joined by 2 edges if and only if 2Pk-factors, as in Lemma 2.11, of K~,~\ 
{F,,,:i ® the Pk-factor which is deleted already} have their components in Kv,,,,v,,~. 
Since we have decomposed Kv,,~\E,,,!j into Pk-factors as in Lemma 2.11, 
G* ~ (Kr */~2)(2), where 2 = (k - 2)/4. G* is HC-decomposable b cause K,. *Kz is 
HC-decomposable, by Theorem 2.9; hence it is 1-factorable. Clearly, each 1-factor of 
G* gives a &-factor of the graph of the right-hand side of (2), since each edge of 
G* represents a Pk in (K~.R~)\{G® the edges that are used to obtain the rP/,.- 
factors given in the previous paragraph}. Hence, the 1-factorization of G* gives a 
Pk-factorization of (K,../( '~)\{G~ the edges that we used to obtain the Pk-factors 
above}. 
As we have deleted exactly one Pk from each Kk/t * Kt, the remaining edges of 
r(Kk/, */~t) can be decomposed into [(k - t)/2] - 1 Pk-factors and a linear forest rR, 
by Lemma 2.14. After deleting all the Pk-factors mentioned above from the graph 
of the right-hand side of (2), the remaining subgraph is G • rR. The proof of a Pk- 
factorization of G ®rR is given after Case 2(b). 
Case 2(b): k/2 even. In each Kv~,~\E~i~.j, which corresponds to the edge vivj of Kr, 
we can obtain k/2 Pk-factors, of Kv,, ~, in which k/4 &-factors intersect E(V/I, ~2)tO 
E(/7//2, ~l ), (k - 4)/4 Pk-factors intersect E( V/l, Vii ) tO E(Vi2, Vj2) and one Pk-factor in- 
tersects all the sets E(Viq, ~.), q,s = 1,2, by the proof of Lemma 2.11. As in Case 1, 
we call the Pk-factor of Kt;, i~, which intersects all E(Viq, ~) ,  s, q = 1,2, as a special 
Pk-factor of it. 
As in Case 2(a), corresponding to each near 1-factor of Kr we associate ( r -  1)/2 
vertex-disjoint copies of K,~,k and one copy of Kk/t * RI, in (K,. • I~k ) 0 r(K,~j • I(t ). 
Now, corresponding to each near 1-factor of Kr, we choose two Pk-factors from 
Kk/, * f2,~ (which exists by Lemma 2.14) and two Pk-factors, one of which is the spe- 
cial &.-factor and the other is one that intersects E(V,I,~2)UE(V/2, Vjl), from each 
of the ( r -  1)/2 copies of Kk, k \F  (which exists as above), to obtain 2 Pk-factors of 
(Kr * Ka ) @ r(Kk/, * Kt). 
In this way, corresponding to the r near 1-factors we delete 2r Pk-factors from 
(K~ * Kk ) @ r(Kk/, * K,). The remaining part of the proof of this case follows by apply- 
ing a similar proof technique as in Case 2(a). Hence, this completes the proof of the 
claim. 
To complete the proof, it is enough to show that G • rR is Pk-factorable. 
By the nature of the 1-factors F~.i~.,'s defined in (3), the bipartite subgraph 
of G induced by the bipartition (Ui, U,.+l ), 1 <<,i<~k, is ( r -  1)/2-regular. Hence, G 
is compressible with respect to the partition U1,U2 . . . . .  Uk and Qt/(G)=Ck(2) ,  
2 = ( r -1  )/2 = ((k-1 ) s+t -1  )/2. Also, rR is compressible with respect to the partition 
Ui,/-72 . . . . .  U~ and Qo.(rR)=R'-~R. To prove G @rR is &-factorable it is enough to 
prove Q(G ® rR) is &-factorable, by Lemma 2.1. Clearly, Qu(G ® rR) = Qv(G)  @ 
Qv(rR) = Ck((k - 1)s + t - 1)/2) ®R'. 
To complete the proof first we calculate the number of edges in R' and then decom- 
pose Ck( (k -  1)s + t -  1)/2)@R' into Pk-factors. Note that the degree of each vertex 
of Kk/t * f2t is k - t. 
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As in Case 1, if k - t is even, then the linear forest R obtained in Kk/t * Kt has 
(k - t)/2 edges, i.e., IE(R)I = (k  - t)/2 -- IE(R')I since R mR'.  Also, k - t even implies 
t is even and hence s is odd since 2 = ( (k -  1 )s + t -  1)/2. So 
Ck((k - 1)s + t - 1)/2) @R' = Ck((k - 1)(s - 1)/2 + (k + t - 2)/2)) @R' 
= Ck((k -- 1)(s -- 1) /2 )eCk( (k  + t - 2)/2) eR ' .  
By Lemma 2.3(a), Pk I I Ck ((k - 1 )(s - 1 )/2). Then Ck ((k + t - 2)/2) @ R' gives a cycle 
Ck in which (k + t)/2 edges have multiplicity (k + t - 2)/2 and (k - t)/2 edges have 
multiplicity (k + t)/2 (this is because the vertex set of R' is in Ck and the subscripts of 
the vertices of the paths in R' are consecutive integers). Hence Ck((k + t -  2) /2)@R'  
is Pk-factorable by Lemma 2.3(c). Therefore, by Lemma 2.1, G@rR is Pk-factorable. 
Again as in Case 1, if k - t is odd, then t is odd and IE(R')I =k  - (t + 1)/2. As 
t is odd, s is even since 2=( (k -  1 )s+t -  1)/2. So, Ck( (k -  1)s+t -  1 ) /2 )@R'= 
Ck( (k -  1 )s/2) @ Ck(( t -  1 )/2) ® R'. By Lemma 2.3(a), Pk II Ck( (k -  1 )s/2). The remaining 
graph Ck( ( t -  1)/2)@R' is a cycle Ck in which k - ( t  + 1)/2 edges have multiplicity 
( t+ 1)/2 and ( t+ 1)/2 edges have multiplicity ( t -1  )/2 (this is because the vertex set of 
R' is in Ck and the subscripts of the vertices of the paths in R' are consecutive integers). 
Hence, it is Pk-factorable, by Lemma 2.3(c), which implies G @ rR is Pk-factorable, by 
Lemma 2.1. [] 
To prove the next theorem we state the following result of  Yu [12]. 
Theorem 2.17 (Yu [12]). I f  2(k -  1)I k (m-  1)n and m =-0 (mod k) or n -  0 (mod k) 
then Pk Ilgm * ~;,. 
Theorem 2.18. Let k be even. I f  mn - 0 (mod k) and n - 0 (mod k - 1) or m - 1 - 
0 (mod k - 1 ), then Pk Ilgm * f:.. 
Proof. I f  either m or n - 0 (mod k), then PkHKm */~,, by Theorem 2.17. Hence, we as- 
sume that m, n ~ 0 (mod k). Now, we assume that mn -- 0 (mod k) and n --- 0 (mod k - 1 ). 
Then m = tr and n = (k / t ) (k -  1 )s, for some r, s > 0, by the Chinese remainder theorem 
[2], where t[k and s~0(modt ) .  In this case Pk[]Km *k~, by Lemma 2.10. 
Next, we consider the case when mn-  0 (modk)  and m - 1 -  0 (modk-  1). Since 
m,n~O(modk) ,  then m=(k/ t ) (k -  1)s + k and n=tr  for some r>0 where tlk and 
s p 0(modt) :  this follows by an application of the Chinese remainder theorem [2]. 
In this case also Pk [[Km *I{n, by Lemmas 2.16 and 2.2, as Km*/~tr = (gm * g t  ) * gr.  [] 
Corollary 2.19. Let k=p + 1>3, p a prime. Then Pkl[Km*kn tf and only ij 
mn - 0 (mod k) and 2(k - 1) [ k(m - l)n. 
Proof. Necessity follows by a simple computation on the number of vertices and edges 
in a Pk-factor of Km * Kn. 
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Conversely, assume that k - 1 is a prime and 2(k - 1 ) I k(m - 1 )n. This implies either 
k - 1 I m - 1 or k - 1 In. Now, the proof  fol lows from the above Theorem 2.18. 
The above corol lary answers the Problem 1.2 of  Yu [12] on P~-factorizations of  
regular complete multipartite graphs, when k - 1 is a prime. 
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